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The LLVM Project is a collection of modular and reusable compiler and toolchain technologies.
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Cupertino -- Today, Clang completed its first complete self-host! We built all of LLVM and Clang with Clang (over 550k lines of C++ code). The resulting binaries passed all of Clang and LLVM's regression test suites, and the Clang-built Clang could then build all of LLVM and Clang again. The third-stage Clang was also fully-functional, completing the bootstrap.

Congratulations to all of the Clang developers on this amazing achievement!
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• Clean cross build support
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- Represent assertions as temporal logic or automata
- Assertions are tested on experienced paths at run-time
- On failure: panic(), stack trace, DTrace events
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- Pros: Lightweight, simple
- Cons: Hardcoded, unoptimized
- LLVM would fix those issues
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FreeBSD and LLVM
a powerful combination!